A Ward In The Infants' Hospital
(The "Little Patients" Puzzle)

Made by R. Journet for The Infants' Hospital, Vincent Square, London, circa 1930?
(was sold with a cardboard cover showing the title The "Little Patients" Puzzle;
wood box with glass top, 4" x 5" x 1"; directions on the box bottom; see also
the Infants' Hospital Puzzle, Dad's Puzzler - Exchange Version / Infants' Hospital,
Infants' Hospital - The Magic Line, Infants' Hospital Jigsaw Puzzle.)

Box must be manipulated so that little capsules each with a steel ball inside are placed to stand
upright in the holes (in the photo, a steel ball can be seen that has come out of a capsule with a
worn out end). For information about R. Journet, see Abercrombie & Fitch Dexterity Puzzles.
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